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My name is Edward Nehamkin, Senior Associate Product Manager for Network Edge and in this
video, I’m going to demo platform permissions for Network Edge, Release 2020.2. This feature
gives account administrators the ability to grant granular permissions for Network Edge devices
& features on a per user basis.
Let's jump right in and see how an administrator can manage their organizations user
permissions. This is done through the Equinix Customer Portal.
First, log into the Equinix Customer Portal.
Select "Administration' then click on "User Management".
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From here, you have the ability to create new users within your organization or edit permissions for
existing users.
To edit a user’s permissions, locate the settings column and identify the user whose permissions
you're looking to change.
Select the "options" icon then click on "Manage Permission".

From here, you'll want to locate and click the "ECX Fabric & Network Edge" tile and click
on it to access the permissions menu
You'll be initially prompted with ECX Fabric Portal Permissions. To access Network Edge,
simply click the Network Edge tab.
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On the Network Edge Permissions page, administrators have the ability to edit a user’s
"Virtual Device Permissions" and "Device Configuration Permissions" by checking the box
associated with the actions they want to inhibit.
View permissions for a Virtual Device and device configuration is enabled by default if
Network Edge access is granted. When Network Edge access is removed for a user, view
permissions for all of NE is removed. The Network Edge tab will show as unavailable in the
ECX Fabric portal, and the user will be unable to view or create virtual devices in the
Inventory tab.
In the Virtual Device permissions section, Modify, Create, and Delete permissions refers to
the permissions for ALL virtual devices within the organization account. Keep in mind that
there are no permissions at the virtual device instance level.
In the device configuration Permissions section, Modify, Create, and Delete permissions
applies to all virtual devices within your account and enables control over (Remote Access
settings, Internet Bandwidth settings, Virtual device connections and network service
connections).

Remote Access settings refers to permissions around adding/removing/modifying SSH
users, VPN and Access IP’s.
• Unchecking "Create" means that new SSH users cannot be added, VPN's cannot
be created, and New Access IPs cannot be added while creating a device.
• Unchecking "Modify" means that SSH users cannot be added or removed from a
device, VPN settings cannot be modified, and Access IPs cannot be edited for a
device.
• Unchecking "Delete" disables the ability to delete VPN. This doesn’t apply to SSH
users and Access IPs.
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For Internet Bandwidth Settings,
• Create and Delete does not apply because 15Mbps of internet bandwidth is
provided by default for free and cannot be removed.
• Unchecking "Modify" will prevent the user from adding “Additional Internet
Bandwidth”.
For Virtual Device Connections,
• Unchecking "Create" means that layer 2 and layer 3 connections, device link, and
BGP settings for the connections cannot be created.
• Unchecking "Modify" means that layer 2 and layer 3 connections, device link, and
BGP settings for the connections cannot be modified.
• Unchecking "Delete" disables the ability to delete any layer 2 or layer 3
connections, device link, and BGP settings.
Last but not least is "Network Service Connections".
• This refers to the “Connect to a Network Service” flow that uses a dedicated
interface on the device to connect to a Network Service Provider
• Unchecking "Create" removes the user’s ability to order Remote Network Ports
which is managed at the same level as ECX Fabric and NE Access. This is the
scenario where the Network Service Provider is not on the ECX Fabric platform.
Refer to this document for more details around this service https://
docs.equinix.com/en-us/Content/Interconnection/NE/user-guide/NE-connectNSP.htm
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After reviewing the permission options, and setting your desired user permissions, click
submit to save your changes.
When the user with restricted permissions signs into the ECX Fabric portal and
attempts to interact with a Network Edge device, certain fields will be locked from
further interaction and or modification.

This concludes the demo on Platform Permissions for Network Edge. For additional
resources and information, visit the Network edge product documentation site.
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